The infrared spectrum of the deuterated hydroxyl radical OD has been measured with a FOurier transform spectrometer between 1850 and 9000 cm-1. The source, a deuterium-atom ozone diffusion ,---... -..
.
L INTRODUCI'ION
The hydroxyl radical OH, and the isotopic variants OD and OT have been the subject of considerable spectroscopic investigateion over the past several deadcs due to its excitation in ast rophysi~l, chemical, and physical sources. The viiration-rotation spatrum of OH was first identified in the airglow of the upper atmosphere by Meinel (l) , and interest in the chemiluminescent excitation has continued to the present due to the unusual excitation of many vibrational energy levels. However, prior to the present work the spectroscopy of the OD radical has not included chemiluminescent excitation, and mtsequently the vibrational manifold has been studied only up to v = 5, the highest state excited in conventional high temperature flames. bxon (2) determined molecular parameters for the ground electronic state of OD from measurements of the electronic spectrum. Amiot et al(3) examined the spectrum of OD produced in a deuterium-oxygen flame and merged their infrared I%urier transform results with earlier microwave and ultraviolet spectroscopy to obtain molecular parameters for the vibrational levels v = O + 5 within the ground electronic state. Brown and Schubert (4) examined the EPR spectrum of the OD radical and obtained molecular parameters for the u = Olevel of the ground state, Amano (5) combined difference laser measurements of the OH and OD radicals to obtain the improved parameters for the u = Oand 1 states.
In the present paper the infrared spectrum of OD has been studied in a diffusion reaction of atomic deuterium and ozone at low pressure which approximates the conditions under which the chemiluminescent emission of the nighttime air glow is obsenect. The distribution of lines among the bands is indicated in Thble 1 which summarizes the number of lines in each branch and band. This work complements a similar study of the infrared spectrum of the OH Meinel vibration-rotation bands (Abrams et al (6) ).
The spectrum lines were subjwted to a simultaneous nonlinear least-square fit to determine molecular parameters utilizing the unique perturber approximation. Due to the extensive and near equal coverage of all obserwl vibrational bands within the ground electronic state and the simultaneity of the measurement of all spectral tines, merging with other data sets was not appropriate, the accuracy and relative precision of the line positions being considerably better than any previous measurement.
The extension of the vibration-rotation bands beyond the v = 5 energy state provides Hamittonian parameters and energy levels commensurate with existing analyses of the OH spectrum, and may facilitate . ,, .
. new determinations of Hamiltonian parameters through the combination of the two isotopic forms of . the radical.
IL EXPERIMENTAL
A description of the spectrometer and the methods of data tran:form:tjo.n and reductim have .
been presented earlier (7). In brief, the spectrum was measured with the 1 meter Fourier transform spectrometer at the McMath Solar 'lMescope at the National Solar Observatory, Kitt Peak. The spectrometer is a dual-beam Michelson interferometer utilized in this case with the maximum single-passed unanodized resolution of 0.0096 cm-1. The souru of the radicals was a low pressure reaction wll in which gaseous ozone and dissociated deuterium were flowed together at room temperature (T <300 K) and a pressure of 4 torr. In the upper atmosphere, similar conditions permit the excitation of the vibration-rotation bands of OH which produce the infrared nightglow. The reaction producing the excited radicals is D + 03-02 + OD*, where the very substantial energy of the reaction initially goes mostly into vibrational excitation of the molecule. Due to the relatively cool temperature and low pressure of the reaction cell the emission lines have widths that are typically narrower than the maximum resolution of the spectrometer. Consequently, the lines are noticeable distorted by the instrumental line shape function, a sine function, and for all lines with signal-to-noise ratios greater than 30 the oscillatory sidelobes of the sine function are very noticeable.
Atthough great care was taken to purge the cell of all impurities, 12 emission lines from the COZ vs band were observed in the spectrum and utilized to calibrate the spectrum. Standard reference line positions were taken from the measurements by Guelachvili et al (8); a correction factor of 1.000000717 was determined using 12 lines. An estimate of the absolute error may be obtained from the residual error in the process of fitting the lines. Brault (9) has demonstrated that line position error should not exceed (W/2) (S/N)-1. The lines have signal-to-noise ratios ranging between 2 and 5000. Hence, a worst case situation would take a line with a width of 10 mK and a signal-to-noise ratio of 2 leading to an error not greater than -2.5 mIC
THEORY
The development of efiective Hamiltonians for describing the observed spcct ra of diatomic molecules has been addressed by several authors. Hougen (10) unified the notation and formalism for diatomics, 
where Ho includes all the rotation independent terms of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The hypefilne splitting is unresolved in the infrared and consequently the hyperfine interaction terms have been omitted. HROT is the rotational energy and HCD includes the centrifugal distortions of the rotational energy. The term HFs describes the tine structure interactions and HL~and HCDLD describe the lambda doubling interaction and its centrifugal distortion.
The nuclear rotational energy operator HROT can be evaluated using Hund's coupling case (a),
where the operator R represents the angular momentum of the rigid nuclear framework
The fourth term HFs includes the interactions between the orbital, spin and rotational angular momenta of the electrons HFs = Hss + H50 + HSR.
In all 2fI states the spin-spin interaction energy is rigorously zero. The spin-orbit interaction is
and
is the spin-rotation interaction energy operator.
In the preceding discussion interactions that couple ditferent electronic states were neglected; however, interactions between~and II states of the same multiplicity produce the lambda doubling splitting which remove the degeneracies of the A components of the 211state. A Wm Vleck transformation (15) may be used to combine effects of the perturbing states as a correction to the matrix elements of the Born-Oppenheimer states. The Wn Vleck transformation can be used to generate higher-order corrations to acmunt for the centrifugal distortion of the molecule as it rotates. The sextic cxmtrifugal distortion H results from a third-order Van Vleck correction to the rotational energy as does the centrifugal correct ion to the lambda-doubling parameteti which generateS the parameters PD and 9D.
Evaluation of the matrix elements of the unique perturber approximation Hamiltonian utilizes the Hund's coupling case (a) basis set of wavefunctions which are simultaneous eigenstates of J2, S2,~z, S2, and LZ with eigenvahm J(J + 1), S(S + 1), Q X, and A. The total wavefunction is [n, v) IA, S, Z; J,~J, $2) where In, u) is the electronic-vibrational wavefunction and 1A,S, Z; J, A4J,t2)
is the case (a) angular moment urn wavefunct ion. The wavefunctions are symmetrized with respect to reflections in the plane containing the internuclear axis and labeled as e or~levels depending on the parity (-l) J-* or (-l)~t~respectively for half-integral spin. The Van Vleck transformation reduces the Hamiltonian into a (4 x 4) secular determinant. If we choose eigenstates of well-defined parity the (2 x 2) sub-blocks are degenerate without interactions with other Born-Oppenheimer states. The relevant matrix elements for the unique perturber approximation Hamiltonian of a 211state are given in llible 2 and have been used in previous studies of OD (3, 14) ; they differ from those used by Amiot et al (3) only in the presence of a minus sign in the L-type parameters.
IV RESULTS
The reduction of the spectrum into a linelist was accomplished with the interactive data-processing program DECOMP written by J. W. Brault (16) . Initial line positions are determined by derivative filtering with a lbigt kernel after convolution with a three-point Gaussian filter to suppress the sidelobes of the instrumental line shape function. After a visual inspection to verify the plausibility of the list, each line was fitted to a Wigt function. Accurate esthates of the position, strength, full width, and Gaussian/Lorentzian mixture would normally be obtained within a few iterations. The lines are sufficiently narrow that the observed line shape is dominated by the instrumental line shape, a sine function, rather than a Voigt function for the appropriate pressure and temperature of the source. Suppression of the ringing is possible through anodization, However, the resultant line positions proved to be biased sufficiently to distort the reduction of the line positions into Hamiltonian parameters, A closer examination of the spectra revealed that the anodization necessary to suppress the ringing smeared This publication was completed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of 'lkchnology, under a contract with the National i4eronautica and Space Administration.
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